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Abstract. Resonant tunnelling in a double-barrier heterostructure (DBHS) designed in order
to produce an intense coherent emission of phonons is studied theoretically. This emission is
achieved when the energy difference between the first excited level and the ground state in the
well is close to the LO-phonon energy. The LO phonons emitted during the electron transition
decay into a pair of (fLO and TA) phonons that leave the well in the [111] direction. These
secondary TA phonons are coherent and form a beam that we call a SASER (by analogy with
‘laser’). The circulating current and the populations of phonons and electrons in the well are
calculated by solving appropriate kinetic equations. Some possible applications of this system
are discussed.
1. Introduction
In recent years, the number of studies of mesoscopic systems has steadily grown. New
theoretical approaches appeared at the time when new technologies were developed
to produce systems of sizes ranging from 5 nm to 500 nm. In particular, double-
barrier heterostructures (DBHS) have attracted a lot of attention due to their potential
applications as ultra-high-frequency electronic oscillators, diodes, transistors and other
electronic devices [1].
Following the work of Goldman, Tsui, Cunningham and others [2–4], the importance
of electron–phonon interaction as regards the electronic properties of these structures was
realized. Due to the polar character of GaAs and other III–V compounds, the most important
scattering process for electrons inside the well is that due to LO phonons. Several studies
have taken into account the effect on the electronic current of electron–phonon interaction
in the system [5–9]. However, little priority has been given to the study of the phonons
generated in this process, the way they propagate, their decay processes etc.
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This paper is dedicated mainly to the study of phonon generation in a DBHS
experiencing the effect of an external applied bias. The LO phonons have a very flat
dispersion relation for the wavevector with which they are generated. Therefore they have
a very small group velocity. Also, if the LO-phonon frequency in the well lies in the gap
for phonons in the barriers, they are confined inside the well [10, 11]. Finally, their lifetime
is short since they decay due to anharmonicity into a pair of phonons, LO ! fLO C TA
[12]. The TA phonons have a very long lifetime [13] and a mean free path of 2 mm
[14]. These secondary TA phonons are our main interest in this work because they form an
intense coherent beam that is potentially useful in several applications.
Generation of coherent phonons was discussed theoretically in the early 1960s [15], and
was observed experimentally at almost the same time [16, 17]; also a variety of possible
experiments and applications were suggested [18]. These phonons were generated by intense
laser pulses. On the other hand, generation of phonons by stimulated emission was also
considered theoretically [19]. The amplification of sound by stimulated emission has already
been observed experimentally. Prieur et al [20, 21] studied the phonon emission due to
transitions in a two-level system well known in glasses. These phonons had a wide energy
distribution around  D 0:01 meV. In [20] the authors used the term SASER for a device
that could produce a coherent phonon beam. In another paper referring to coherent sound
of lower energy [22], acoustic phonons were optically generated in a superlattice, in such
a way that their wavelengths were the same as the period of the superlattice (i.e., 500 ˚A).
Recently [23] the generation of high-frequency monochromatic acoustic waves by laser-
induced thermomodulation was reported. The frequency of the phonons ranged from 2
to 4 GHz, in comparison with 2 THz for our device. More recently, Zavtrak and co-
workers [24–29] proposed a device (called a saser in [29]) formed by a dielectric liquid
with small particles or gas bubbles, working similarly to a free-electron laser. That device
could produce coherent acoustic phonons by stimulated emission at a frequency !  2 kHz.
Fokker et al [30, 31] report experimental results on stimulated emission of phonons in
an acoustic cavity, obtained using the metastable Zeeman-split doublet in ruby. They
claim that this is a first step toward constructing a phonon laser. Their phonons have
frequencies of about 60 MHz. Pulses of coherent THz optical phonons have been produced
by femtosecond-pulsed lasers. For more details see the review by Merlin [32] and references
therein.
The main difference between the devices in the studies cited above and the one proposed
here is that the DBHS resonator could produce a continuous beam of coherent phonons in the
region of 2 THz. The ultra-short wavelength of these phonons permits potential applications
that will be discussed at the end of this article.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the main features of the device
and the basic principle of its operation. In section 3 we establish the kinetic equations that
govern the evolution of the electron and phonon populations inside the well, and we describe
the calculation of the relevant parameters involved in the problem. The following section,
section 4, is devoted to discussion of the calculated results, of some potential applications
of the device, of the ways in which calculations related to it could be improved, and also
to conclusions.
2. The device
The effect studied here could be present in a wide variety of DBHS systems. We discuss
here the particular case of a structure made of GaAs–AlGaAs because it is simple to grow
it by MBE. The system has to be tailored to produce an intense phonon emission. The
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Figure 1. The potential profile and energy levels for the resonant condition.
energy difference 1 D 1 − 0 increases slowly when the applied bias V is augmented.
The system is designed such that for a given V , 1 > LF and 1 . h¯!0. Here 0 is the
energy of the ground state in the well, 1 is the energy of the first excited level, and !0 is
the 0-point LO-phonon frequency. If the Fermi level LF at the emitter is low enough, then
the ground state falls below the bottom of the conduction band and the current is almost
suppressed until the level 1 reaches LF . On further increasing V , the current begins to
flow through the excited level, but since 1 remains much less than h¯!0, phonon emission
is inhibited. For a given bias V , the resonant condition 1  h¯!0 is achieved and the
electrons begin to decay to the ground state by emitting LO phonons. The potential profile
and the level positions for this resonant condition are shown in figure 1. As our system has
wide barriers, the electrons remain confined in the well for long time (0). When the Al
concentration is greater than 0.25 [10] or 0.3 [11] the LO phonons are also confined inside
the well. They can be also absorbed by electrons being excited from 0 to 1. This process
acts in parallel with the decay of primary phonons due to anharmonicity.
We have calculated the transition rates of the emission and absorption processes
following the evaluation of the electron–phonon interaction given by Trallero-Giner and
Comas [33], and we show that the situation in which 1 > h¯!0 that occurs for higher
applied bias is still compatible with energy and momentum conservation in the process of
LO-phonon emission. The tunnelling current and the phonon emission continue to occur
until the excited level is below the bottom of the conduction band in the emitter.
We have studied a DBHS at zero temperature experiencing the effect of an external
potential V . When the barriers have the sizes used in our calculation, i.e., bL D bR D 56:5 ˚A,
corresponding to 20 layers of Ga1−xAlxAs, with a height of 300 meV, the widths of the levels
involved in the process, as is shown below, are about 00 D 0:005 meV and 01 D 0:030 meV,
depending slightly on V . It can be seen that the level positions 0 and 1 depend upon the
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well width d, the barrier widths bL;R and the barrier height V0, and the applied bias V . For
d D 197:8 ˚A, corresponding to 70 layers of GaAs grown in the [100] direction, we found
that when the applied bias varies between 59.5 mV to 90.7 mV, the position of the first
excited level goes down from about 15 meV to zero. Simultaneously the energy difference
1 increases from 35.2 meV to 37.9 meV. That means that for a device prepared with a
Fermi level LF D 15 meV, the system would have electrons injected into the excited level
when V is within the range given above. This includes the resonant value 1 D 36:6 meV.
3. The calculation
We are interested to know whether the coherence condition could be fulfilled, i.e., whether
the number of secondary phonons inside the well could be much greater than one and
so cause the stimulated decay of primary LO phonons [12]. When the field of acoustic
phonons stimulates the decay, new phonons are generated in phase with the exciting field.
As a consequence, the acoustic phonon beam will be coherent.
3.1. The kinetic equations
In this section, we establish a system of kinetic equations that govern the balance of the
electron and phonon populations inside the well, which can be considered as a reaction
chamber.
Inside the well, long-wavelength optical phonons can be classified as LO and
TO confined modes and interface phonons. These latter have four branches, which,
for a symmetric AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs DBHS, are the GaAs-like symmetric .S−/ and
antisymmetric .A−/ modes, and the corresponding AlGaAs-like modes SC and AC [36].
The relative strength of the interactions between these modes and electrons depends
upon q?d, where q? is the phonon wavevector perpendicular to the current and d is the
well width. It can be seen from the energy and momentum conservation relations that, close
to the resonance, q? is small. For small values of q?d, the interaction between electrons
and interface phonons can be important for DBHSs with rather thin wells (as, for example,
in the case of reference [3], where the satellite phonon peak in the characteristic curve was
observed by the first time). Our device has a relatively thick well (about four times as thick
as that of reference [3]). Since the relative importance of the interface phonons decreases
strongly when the well width d increases, the effect of these phonons on the electron
dynamics should be negligible in our case. This is further confirmed by the results [34] of
a calculation of the emission rates of confined LO and interface phonons. Moreover, since
it is well known (see, e.g., [35]) that electron–TO-phonon interaction is much weaker than
the Fro¨hlich interaction, we restrict ourselves to studying the interaction between electrons
and just confined LO phonons.
To introduce the approximations and the notation used to derive these balance equations,
we present first a rough estimate of the LO-phonon emission rate w obtained by assuming
simple electronic wavefunctions for the ground and excited states of an infinite rectangular
well and a similar situation for the confined LO-phonon modes.
More accurate calculations for phonons in heterostructures can be found in the literature.
Huang and Zhu [37] proposed macroscopic boundary conditions for displacements and
potentials associated with phonon modes, which agree well with more reliable microscopic
models [38–40]. However, we will show that the description of the generation of the acoustic
phonon beam does not really require a precise calculation of the LO-phonon emission rate.
The simplified model presented here is sufficient for our purposes and permits us to obtain
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relatively simple analytical expressions.
For the sake of simplicity, we impose the condition that the LO phonons are completely
confined in the well by assuming the boundary conditions uz.z D 0/ D uz.z D d/ D 0,
where we have taken the z-axis along the current direction with its origin at the end of the
left-hand barrier and d is the well width. To calculate the rate of transition between the
electronic ground state j0i and the first excited state j1i, according to the Fermi golden rule,
we evaluate the matrix element h0jHe−pj1i. We can write
h0jHe−pj1i D

h¯e2!20
!3qV
1=2 1
m
M01b
y
q (1)
where byq is the creation operator for LO phonons with wavevector q and the effective
dielectric constant is defined by 1= D 1=1 − 1=0. The transition matrix element is
M01 D h¯i
Z
d3r CCq e−iq?r?  [90 r91 −91r90 ] (2)
where
Cq D 1
q
[q? cos.qzz/C iqz sin.qzz/]: (3)
Here qz and q? are the components of q along and perpendicular to the current direction
respectively and qz D r=d where r is an integer. The situation described here is in good
agreement with experimental data [10].
By separating variables, writing 9i.r/ D  i.z/eik?r? , and integrating over the trans-
verse coordinates we get
M01 D h¯.2/2.k1? − k0? − q?/

qz
q
I1 − q?  .k1? C k0?/
q
I2

(4)
where k1? and k0? correspond to the moment components of the initial and final electronic
states, perpendicular to the current,
I1 D
Z
dz sin.qzz/

 0
@ 1
@z
−  1 @ 

0
@z

(5)
and
I2 D
Z
dz cos.qzz/ 0 1: (6)
From (1) and (4), we can express the rate of transition from the state j1i with wavevector
k1? to the state j0i with wavevector k0? effected by emitting a phonon as
W.k1?;k0?/ D
X
q
wC
D .2h¯/
2e2!20
2m2V
X
qz
Z
dq?
[qzI1 − q?  .k1? C k0?/I2]2
q2!3q
.k1? − k0? − q?/
 [nLO.q/C 1]

1 − h¯!0 C b.q2z C q2?/C
h¯2
2m
.k21? − k20?/

(7)
where we have used the well known quadratic dispersion law for LO phonons
!2q D !20 − v2q2:
As vq=!0  1 because q  =d, we have used the approximation h¯!q ’ h¯!0 − bq2 with
b D h¯v2=2!0.
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The integration over q? is now easily performed and we get
W.k1?;k0?/ D .2/
2e2!20
m2V
X
qz
[qzI1 − .k21? − k20?/I2]2
q20!
3
q0
[nLO.q0/C 1]
 

2m
h¯2
 C [.1C /k21? − .1− /k20? − 2k0?k1? cos.’/]

(8)
where q0  .k1? − k0?I qz/, ’ is the angle between k0?, and k1?,   1 − h¯!0 C bq2z ,
and  D 2mb=h¯2 is an adimensional parameter related to the curvature of the dispersion
relation. We can estimate for GaAs that   10−4. Therefore we retained only terms of
zero order in . In this case the zero of the argument of the Dirac function occurs when
k0? D Qk1? 
r
k21? C
2m 
h¯2
: (9)
If we assume that phonons are at thermal equilibrium and that their number (due to the
small dispersion of the LO phonon branches) does not depend upon q, the total scattering
rate can be written as
w[nLO C 1] D
X
k0?
W.k1?;k0?/ (10)
where nLO is the total number of LO phonons in the well. After performing the integration
over k0?, we obtain
w D e
2S
!0mV
X
qz
. C h¯2k21?=.2m//[qzI1 C .2m =h¯2/I2]2q
.q2z C .k1? − Qk1?/2/.q2z C .k1? C Qk1?/2/
(11)
where S is the device area.
By taking for  0 and  1 the results corresponding to the infinite well
 0 D
r
2
d
sin
z
d
and  1 D
r
2
d
sin
2z
d
we get
I1 D
8>>>><>>>>:
−3
2

d
for r D 1
−1
2

d
for r D 3
0 otherwise
(12)
and
I2 D
8>>>><>>>>:
1
2
for r D 1
1
4
for r D 3
0 otherwise.
(13)
We can see that w is a function not only of the electronic energy difference but also of
k1?. In the first approximation, it is sufficient to retain only terms with r D 1.
We turn now to the three-dimensional kinetic equations. The rates of the electron and
phonon transitions depend upon the momenta perpendicular to the current, k0?;k1?, and
q?. We are assuming here that the wavefunctions of the electrons and LO phonons inside
the well have well defined z-parts (corresponding to k0z at the emitter, for the ground state
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etc). In fact the incomplete confinement of the modes in the z-direction produces a small
spread of the z-component of the wavevector that is of the order of 1kz0=kz0  10−4. This
spread is neglected in our calculation.
The rate of increase of the number of electrons injected into the excited state is
dn1.k1?/
dt
D G.k1?/−
X
q?k0?
[wCn1.k1?/− w−n0.k0?/]− R1.k1?/n1.k1?/ (14)
where G.k1?/ is the rate at which electrons enter from the left-hand barrier with
perpendicular momentum k1? (i.e., the current spectral density), and n0.k0?/ and n1.k1?/
are the electron population distributions. R1.k1?/ is the rate of escape of electrons
through the right-hand barrier, and wC and w− stand for the emission and absorption
rates for LO phonons with a given momentum q? (w− differs from wC by a factor of
nLO.q?/=.nLO.q?/C 1//.
In the same way we can write the balance equation for the electrons in the ground state
dn0.k1?/
dt
D
X
q?k0?
[wCn1.k1?/− w−n0.k0?/]− R0.k0?/n0.k0?/: (15)
To establish the kinetic equation for LO phonons we assume that the escape rate for LO
phonons is negligible with respect to its decay rate:
dnLO.q?/
dt
D
X
q?k0?
[wCn1.k1?/− w−n0.k0?/]− .q?/nLO.q?/: (16)
Here .q?/ D γ0.1 C nTA/ is the decay rate for LO phonons. The factor .1 C nTA/ takes
into account the process of stimulated emission [12].
Finally, for the TA phonons we have
dnTA
dt
D
X
q?
[.q?/nLO.q?/]− nTA= (17)
where −1 is the rate of escape from the well. For simplicity we do not distinguish between
TA phonons with slightly different properties that appear due to the decay of LO phonons
with different q?.
Due to the sums appearing in (14) to (17), they are integro-differential equations. To
proceed further we have to make additional assumptions. We assume that   LF < h¯!0
(which is satisfied near resonance, with the Fermi level of 15 meV used in our calculations).
The LO phonons are more efficiently generated if they have very small momenta in the
perpendicular direction:
jq?j D jk1? − k0?j  m
 
h¯2k1?
: (18)
Furthermore, such phonons decay more slowly. It has been shown experimentally
by de Paula et al [41] that confined LO phonons with non-zero momentum in GaAs
heterostructures normally have lifetimes about half that of bulk LO phonons at the Brillouin
zone centre.
Supposing that
nLO.q?/ D nLOq?;0 (19)
we can sum (14) over all possible directions of k0?. It is convenient to define a vector k1?
that has the modulus of k1? but is in the direction of k0?:
k1?  k0?
k1?
k0?
: (20)
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Thus we get
dn1.k1?/
dt
D G.k1?/− nLO
X
k0?
W.k0?;k1?/[n1.k1?/− n0.k0?/]
−
X
k0?;’
W.k1?;k0?/n1.k1?/− R1.k1?/n1.k1?/ (21)
where ’ is the angle between k0? and k1?, and W.k1?;k0?/ is given by formula (8) but
without the factor nLO C 1.
It is clear from (20) that W.k0?;k1?/ is independent of the direction of k1?; thus (21)
can be rewritten as
dn1.k1?/
dt
D G.k1?/− R1.k1?/n1.k1?/
− nLOw1.k1?/[n1.k1?/− n0. Qk1?/]− w2.k1?/n1.k1?/ (22)
where all of the quantities depend only upon the modulus k1?.
Here
w1 D
X
k0?
W.k0?;k1?/ D 2
X
k0?
W.k0?;k1?/
D e
2[I1qz C .2m =h¯2/I2]2
m!0d
. C h¯2k21?=.2m//
q2z C 2m =h¯2 C 2k1?.k1? − Qk1?/
(23)
and
w2 D
X
k0?
W.k0?;k1?/
D e
2[qzI1 C .2m =h¯2/I2]2
m!0d
. C h¯2k21?=.2m//q
.q2z C .k1? − Qk1?/2/.q2z C .k1? C Qk1?/2/
(24)
(where Qk1? was defined in (9)) are the out-of-equilibrium scattering rates. w2 coincides
with the first term in (11).
In the same way we get
dn0. Qk1?/
dt
D −R0. Qk1?/n0. Qk1?/C w1. Qk1?/nLO[n1.k1?/− n0. Qk1?/]C w2. Qk1?/n1.k1?/: (25)
By integrating over q? in the balance equation (16), we get
dnLO
dt
D −γ0nLO.1C nTA/C nLO
X
k1?
w1. Qk1?/[n1.k1?/− n0. Qk1?/]C w2. Qk1?/n1.k1?/: (26)
The equation for TA phonons is
dnTA
dt
D −nTA

C γ0nLO.1C nTA/: (27)
Neglecting the dependence upon k1? of R0 and R1 and the difference between w1 and w2,
the kinetic equations can be simplified to the following forms:
dn1
dt
D G− w[n1.nLO C 1/− n0nLO]− R1n1 (28)
dn0
dt
D w[n1.nLO C 1/− n0nLO]− R0n0 (29)
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dnLO
dt
D w[n1.nLO C 1/− n0nLO]− γ0.1C nTA/nLO (30)
dnTA
dt
D γ0.1C nTA/nLO − nTA=: (31)
In this work we limit ourselves to studying the stationary solutions of this system of
equations. In the steady state, the equations can be rewritten as
G D R0n0 C R1n1 (32)
R0n0 D w[n1.nLO C 1/− n0nLO] (33)
R0n0 D γ0.1C nTA/nLO (34)
nTA= D γ0.1C nTA/nLO: (35)
By taking G;R0; R1; γ0; w, and  as parameters independent of the populations, the kinetic
equations can be easily solved. We can express all of the populations in terms of nTA:
n0 D nTA
R0
(36)
n1 D G− nTA=
R1
(37)
nLO D nTA
γ0.nTA C 1/ (38)
and then we get the following equation for nTA:
1C γ0 C γ0R1
w
C R1
R0

n2TA C

γ0 C γ0R1
w
−G.γ0 C 1/

nTA −G 2γ0 D 0 (39)
with only one positive root. In fact the energy levels in the well, and therefore the electric
current, depend upon the accumulated charge inside the well. As a consequence, the current,
the populations, and the potential profile have to be calculated self-consistently. Now we
will describe the calculation of the parameters that appear in the kinetic equations.
3.2. The electronic current
The energy levels of the system are calculated by numerical diagonalization of the electronic
profile. The site dependence of the local energies ei describes the potential profile including
the effects of the applied bias and the charge accumulation in the well.
We have obtained the current circulating through the sample by using the simplest
effective-mass approximation [42]:
G D S
Z d3k
.2/3


1 −
h¯2k2z
2m

0.kz/vz.kz/



LF −
h¯2k2z
2m

− n1=Nr

(40)
where S is the surface area of the device interfaces (we take S D 500 m2), 0.kz/ D
.2h¯2=.md2//TL, TL is the transmittance of the left-hand barrier, vz is the electron velocity
parallel to the current, and Nr is the number of resonant states in the well, Nr  S=a2, a
being the lattice constant. Our calculations (see figure 4, later) show that n1=Nr  1. It is
straightforward then to see that this equation can be reduced to
G D S m

4h¯3
.LF − 1/.LF − 1/0.1/.1/: (41)
In this calculation we have neglected the width of the localized level at the well. Therefore
the current vanishes if the first excited level is above the Fermi level or below the bottom of
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the conduction band of the emitter. For the barrier sizes described in section 1, we calculate
the escape rates R0 and R1 from the transmittances. They vary slightly with the applied
bias and are of the order of R1 D 0:05 ps−1 and R0 D 0:007 ps−1. From reference [12] we
get γ0 D 0:11 ps−1. We have also estimated  ’ 10 ps.
3.3. The LO-phonon emission rate
As we said at the beginning of this section, the strength of the LO-phonon emission rate
was approximated as w1  w2 D w. Also, these values depend on the electron momentum
perpendicular to the current k1?. We can see from formulae (23) and (24) that these values
jump from zero to a finite value when  C h¯2k21?=.2m/ becomes positive. By averaging
this function over k1?, we obtain a behaviour of w as a function of  that rises sharply
(but not vertically) from zero to an almost constant value w0 over a region of width 1
(1  0:7 meV). Therefore we approximate the emission rate w as follows:
w D
(
w0e
−f .V /2 for f .V / < 0
w0 for f .V / > 0
(42)
where f .V /  . C 12 .LF − 1//=1 is the average of the arguments of the step function
in (23) and (24) divided by the width 1. It is a function of the applied bias V . The step
height w0 can be estimated as
w0 D w1.k1? D 0/ D w2.k1? D 0/ D 31=2F!0 (43)
where
F D e
2


m
2h¯3!0
1=2
is the Fro¨hlich constant. With the values given by Pavesi and Guzzi [43] we get F  0:068
for GaAs. Therefore the estimated value is w0  6:5 ps−1. This value is of the same order
as those reported by Skolnick et al [44] and Ferreira and Bastard [45].
Since w0 appears to be much larger than all of the other relevant rates, its exact value
is not very important. In fact, we can distinguish three different situations for w varying
with the applied bias V .
(i) In the region where w D 0 (or G D 0), no phonon emission takes place. Therefore
this situation is not interesting for the problem studied here.
(ii) The region where w  w0.
We can see that in equation (39)—that is the only point of our calculation at which w
is used—w appears only in the combination γ0R1=w.
Using the parameters listed at the end of section 3.2, and a typical value of the
electron input rate G  1000 ps−1, we obtained γ0R1=w0  0:008, which is negligible in
comparison with R1=R0  7:1 (in the first term of this expression) and even more irrelevant
with respect to G.1C γ0/  21 000, and G 2γ0  11 000 which appear in the two other
terms of equation (39).
(iii) The small region in which w is of the order of γ0R1, which presents an instability
that can be seen in figures 3–5, later. This instability will be discussed at the end of this
article.
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3.4. The effect of the charge accumulated in the well
It is important also to consider the effect of the charge accumulated in the well on the
LO-phonon emission. This effect could lead to instabilities that could turn out to make
the operation of the device unreliable. Fortunately, it can be shown that the region of
instabilities (although depending on the characteristics of the device) is very small.
Figure 2. The spatial charge distribution. (a) For the ground state. (b) For the excited state.
(c) The total charge.
The simplest way to consider the charge accumulation is to solve self-consistently
equations which define the charge and potential profiles in the DBHS by assuming a uniform
charge distribution inside the well. This can be justified a posteriori by adding the charge
profiles of each level obtained by direct diagonalization, as is shown in figure 2. The
equations relating the potential profile and the charge density across the DBHS are the
Poisson equation
r2 D 4e

.n−Nd/ (44)
(where .z/ is the electric potential,  is the dielectric constant, n is the density of
electrons, and Nd is the donor density) and the drift-diffusion equation describing the carrier
distributions in the emitter and the collector:
JE C JD D JT (45)
where
JE D n.z/d.z/dz (46)
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JD D −D dn.z/dz (47)
JT D I
S
: (48)
Here  is the mobility, D is the diffusion coefficient, and I D −eG is the electric current.
The boundary conditions are
.−L1/ D 0
.L2/ D V:
(49)
Here L1 and L2 are the emitter and collector lengths respectively, and V is the applied
potential.
Figure 3. The I .V / characteristic calculated for a 20–70–20 DBHS. It shows an instability
at the very beginning of the phonon emission. The current is expressed in electrons per ps.
LF D 15 meV.
The solution of this system is straightforward and yields an accumulation layer at the
emitter and a depletion layer at the collector. The uniform charge distribution inside
the well gives a parabolic contribution there. The rate equations have been calculated
self-consistently using this potential profile, which is shown in figure 2. The parabolic
contribution inside the well is too small to be noticed in the figure but is important to the
study of the stability of the system.
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Figure 4. The electron populations in the well corresponding to the I .V / characteristic of
figure 3. (a) For the ground state. (b) For the excited state. (c) The total charge.
3.5. The calculated results
A typical calculated current–voltage characteristic is shown in figure 3. The corresponding
dependence of the electron populations in the well on the bias is presented in figure 4.
The electron–phonon interaction switches on at V  62 mV. The amount of charge in
the well immediately increases, and this may lead to an instability of the current–voltage
characteristics. Fortunately, for the symmetric DBHS this instability is negligible.
We have calculated the intensity of the acoustic phonon beam; it is typically of the
order of 400 phonons per ps (see figure 5). In other words, nTA is large enough to make
our rough estimate of the phonon escape rate  not especially crucial.
4. Discussion and conclusions
We have shown that, if nearly 0-point LO phonons generated by electron transitions in
the well decay into a couple of (TA and fLO) nearly L-point secondary phonons, and the
secondary TA phonons escape from the well at a rate proportional to their group velocity,
then it is possible to make the number of the TA phonons large compared to unity. This
is basic for emission of coherent phonons. We have studied a particular case of a GaAs–
AlGaAs DBHS, but it is clear that the phenomenon of coherent sound generation could be
produced in other structures. For example, in a well made of InP the size of the system
has to be adjusted to the LO-phonon frequency of this material, and the phonons decay
coherently by emitting a pair of LA phonons at the middle of the Brillouin zone [12].
The calculated emission intensity is of the same order as the intensity, in photons per
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Figure 5. The phonon beam intensity measured in phonons per ps. The linear region could be
useful for modulating the beam amplitude.
ps, of a standard He–Ne laser with a power of about 0.125 mW and a wavelength of about
6300 ˚A. Admittedly, as the energy of each photon is here 200 times greater than the phonon
energy, the power of our device is very much lower.
Ultrasound is currently used for imaging, mainly for medical applications. Ultrasound
equipment works at about 4 MHz, because the human body is composed basically of water.
Some commercial instruments exploit the fact that the ultrasound is produced by a single
source (a piezoelectric transducer), and therefore is coherent, to produce holograms of, for
example, a baby inside its mother’s uterus.
More recently, higher-frequency equipment has been used for research and industrial
applications of acoustic imaging. Scanning acoustic microscopy (SAM) was extensively
reviewed in a recent article [46], where one can find detailed descriptions of transmission
and reflection acoustic microscopes, and images with a resolution higher than 0:4 m, taken
with 2 GHz phonons.
In addition to the scanning acoustic microscopy, several other techniques are described
in another recent review [47]: photoacoustic microscopy (PAM), scanning electron acoustic
microscopy (SEAM), and scanning laser acoustic microscopy (SLAM). The theory of
acoustic imaging is also reviewed, schematic diagrams of the different microscopes
presented, and several industrial applications discussed in reference [47].
The pieces of equipment mentioned above work at up to 10 GHz, three orders of
magnitude lower than the frequency of the phonon beam considered in the present paper.
Therefore they have a limited theoretical resolution given by their wavelength, 1000 times
greater than could be generated by a DBHS device.
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It is well known that coherence is not a requirement for making images. However,
some techniques, such as holography, can only be put into practice using coherent beams.
To make acoustic nanoscopy possible, it would be necessary to have a coherent beam
of ultra-short-wavelength phonons. To obtain images of a small structure one would need
waves much shorter than the size of the details of the system. The acoustic phonon beam
proposed here will have a wavelength smaller than 25 ˚A (which is less by about a factor of
20 than for the device described in [22]), capable of ‘seeing’ in detail structures of about
50 nm. If we try to see structures at the submicron scale by using light, we realize that the
soft x-rays with the same wavelength will have energies greater than 0.5 keV, which could
affect the system to be studied. Besides, a coherent beam of soft x-rays is not available
yet. Large synchrotron light sources will produce these beams soon, but they will be very
expensive.
A potential application of the DBHS device is one in which the phonon beam is used
to get a hologram of a nanostructure. To achieve this, it is necessary to build near it thin
barriers of AlGaAs designed as semimirrors, placed at 45 to split the beam and to force
one half to pass through the part of the sample that we are interested in and the other to
pass across a very pure GaAs reference. After that, we could use mirrors (made of thick
AlGaAs barriers) and again semimirrors to superimpose them and record the interference
pattern with a detector. This pattern could be processed in a computer to get a hologram
of the sample showing the three-dimensional shape of the nanostructure.
Furthermore, we have shown that the amplitude of the phonon beam can be easily
modulated by varying the incoming current. This permits us, for example, to use the
phonon beam to transmit information from one component of a circuit to another over very
short distances. These ‘phonoelectronic’ devices could work at lower distances and energies
that the optoelectronic ones, thus improving the computing performance.
Another potential application is that of using the phonon beam and a ‘phonoresist’ (a
compound with a soft mode close to the phonon beam frequency) for lithography at a
mesoscopic scale. Once more, due to the short wavelength and low energy of this beam,
this procedure could turn out to be better than the traditional methods. In summary, this
device would offer a wide range of potential applications.
If the material was not sufficiently pure, scattering of TA phonons by impurities could
limit the application of the device. Another shortcoming could arise from the noise due to
the thermal phonon background if the temperature was not low enough.
As we have noted, when the electron–phonon interaction switches on (figure 3), the
built-in charge in the well increases, because the effective rate of electron escape from
the well decreases (note that R0  R1). This has two principal consequences. First, the
intrinsic bistability, which occurs when the tunnelling takes place from a quantized level
in the accumulation layer in the emitter [48, 49], is enhanced and the hysteresis loop in
the current–voltage characteristics should become more pronounced. Secondly, one may
expect instability of the I .V / characteristics when the interaction switches on. The sharply
increased charge in the well (figure 4) pushes the resonant level in the well out of resonance.
A similar effect leading to a chaotic behaviour has been studied in references [50–52]. Our
results concerning this instability and the possibility of chaotic behaviour of the device will
be published elsewhere.
Lastly, let us briefly recall the approximations used and outline possible improvements
of the above theory. First, the electron–phonon scattering rate was calculated in the Born
approximation which does not take into account polaronic corrections. It would be possible
to consider the tunnelling model in terms of the polaronic picture [53–55] including the decay
of the modes composed. We are working along these lines. The formalism is too extensive
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to describe here. Our preliminary results [56] show that the qualitative behaviour of the
device is not changed, even if some small quantitative differences appear in the characteristic
curve and the SASER intensity. Secondly, the electron–phonon matrix elements have been
taken as independent of the bias although the wavefunctions change together with the shape
of the well. This may result in some corrections being required to, e.g., the value of the
threshold bias. Finally, a more detailed model of the propagation of the secondary phonons
across the interface would be desirable in view of the applications in acoustic nanoscopy.
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